We model and experimentally demonstrate a self-learning abstraction process based on statistical assessment of the real-time monitoring data, both amplifier and non-linear noise parameters are periodically updated which further enables an accurate QoT estimator.
network planning. A Q-factor estimation error of 0.5dB is achieved through the learning process with well-trained parameters. Fig. 1(a) shows the overall learning architecture in which control and data plane each has its own planning process while sharing some identical information. It is further separated into three blocks: abstraction inputs, system modelling and observations. Information (abstraction inputs) such as data rates, source & destination pairs, etc. are treated as control plane inputs. Topology, frequency, power, etc. are inputs that are shared by both control and data planes. The data plane inputs are the parameters of interest which are (a) nonlinear distortion coefficient , (b) filter wavelength detuning , (c) amplifier gain G(G>>1), (d) EDFA (Erbium-doped Fiber Amplifier) noise figure NF, any other parameters influencing the QoT performance are neglected 2 . The inputs are fed into a model (system modelling) based on Eq. (1)(2)(3) 3 to estimate link and path performance, where is the output power per channel of each EDFA, is the noise power density, h is Planck's constant, v is the optical carrier frequency, B=12.48GHz.
Learning Model
A calibration parameter is used to align the model output data to the monitoring data first. The performance value such as Q factor calculated based on OSNR is further uploaded to the controller for RSWA (Routing, Spectrum and Wavelength Assignment) computation. As long as physical layer services are provisioned and monitored(observations), input parameter tuning is performed periodically until the estimation and monitoring values converge. We separate some of the parameters first as they have compound 978-1-5386-5624-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE influence on the received signal quality. The flow chart of parameter separation process breaks down into several steps in Fig. 1 (b): <1>parameter loading & network planning; <2>in the case channels sharing identical lightpath present different reception performance, the worse channel is more likely to suffer from filter wavelength detuning. (active probing is triggered if not enough channel to compare); <3>MCMC is triggered for sampling until lightpath Q estimation error is minimized; <4>computing perlink OSNR based on per-path metrics from
) is derived from the regression line of other wavelengths through supervised learning; <5>computing link estimation error Δ ; <6> link channel loading assessment 4 , in this experiment there are four cases (single channel, 4 channels, 8 channels, 15 channels) where nonlinear distortion coefficient is estimated using Gaussian Noise (GN) model 3 .
has upper and lower bound for example in the case of 6 channels, < < ; <7>MCMC is triggered for , G and NF tuning until Δ is minimized; <8>updating abstraction database and return to <1>. Fig. 1(c) shows the pseudocode of MCMC process in which Metropolis Algorithm (MA) is applied to reduce the parameter uncertainty. In the case of step <7>, we investigate the compound value of c=G*NF of interest as each wavelength in each span undergoes identical fiber attenuation and EDFA NF. The initial samples for G, NF and come from datasheet and model simulation (maximum likelihood). The distribution of potential G', NF'(or c') and ′ for the succeeding sampling follows a Gaussian distribution q(θ) = N(θ|μ,σ) (symmetric random walk) which is centered at previous accepted value μ so that the new guess is only dependent on the previous guess (Markov chain) as P( | ,… , , )=P( | ). A likelihood function which is maximized by the QoT model output exactly fitting the monitoring data is chosen as p(x) = exp(-kx) where x is the estimation error for each MCMC. A new sample is accepted if the estimation error Δ decreases, otherwise there is a probability of 1-p(error )/p(error ) that it (j-th guess) is rejected. Fig. 1(d) shows the testbed network consisting of a coherent transponder (A and D) supporting up to 15 equalized 50GHz-spaced 27Gbaud DP-QPSK transmission and two intermediate nodes (B and C, emulated by 4 16WSS) which drop 3 and 4 wavelengths respectively for coherent detection. Each node is connected by 50km 0.2 dB/km SMF, the WSS insertion loss is 6dB, all devices are cross-connected to a 192 192 optical switch (Polatis) which gives 1dB loss in each port. EDFA compensates all the span loss giving a launch power of +1dBm/channel. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the result of MCMC sampling (20000 iterations each time) pdf for parameter c in the case of one channel and 4 channels respectively. The actual parameter is most likely to be where the density is the highest (marked by red arrows), c stays at the value 300-310 which means the noise figure and fiber attenuation are not impacted by channel loading. Fig. 2(c) and (e) shows the pdf for which changes as the channels are loaded. The pdf of has a flatter region due to its less impact to OSNR compared to c. The iteration starts from =107(from theoretical model) as seen in Fig. 2(d) and ends at 55, after three more channels are loaded simultaneously (Fig. 2(f) ), the iteration starts at 55 and ends at 168. Fig. 2(g) shows the Q-factor estimation with well-trained parameters for three channels (Ch1, Ch5, Ch7) that are terminated after 50km, 100km 150km respectively. As the number of channels increases, Q-factor slightly decreases due to the added non-linear distortion. The estimated value fits the monitoring data very well with a standard deviation of 0.39dB and maximum estimation error of 0.5dB. Fig. 2(h) shows the estimation error with and without learning, the estimation error is reduced to 0.24dB as more data (channels) are added and monitored. Fig 2(i) shows the worse case learning against monitored Q-factor after 150km, as Q decreases after 12.5dB because of loading, keeps almost constant because the added channels no longer have significant impact on QoT.
Testbed setup and results

Conclusion
We have experimentally demonstrated a "selflearning" network with dynamic abstraction process based on real-time monitoring and Markov Chain Monte Carlo. The learning process minimizes the abstraction uncertainties resulting in a robust QoT estimator with an error reduction from 3.7dB (without learning) to 0.5dB.
